
 

 

CONSULTING

Boost Productivity and Efficiency for Your 
Clinical Studies

These are just some of the value-added components 

IMARC injects into our consulting services. Need a 

qualified expert to bounce ideas off or challenge your 

thinking? Tap into our knowledge base and ensure 

that what works gets done and what doesn’t gets 

reworked. Unexpected issues that pop up can make 

or break your study. IMARC Consultants have the 

research experience to adapt quickly, react proactively 

and intelligently balance your priorities.

Finally, we give you the boost you need to function 

at the highest level. Have a special request? We get 

it done. Stuck with inexperienced staff? We can train 

them. Hit by personnel turnovers? We understand how 

to strategize and stabilize the team.

When it Comes to Standard Operating 
Procedures, Raise Your Standards

IMARC Consultants can work independently, or with 

your management team – from the start, or on the fly 

– to handle any SOP-related situation. That includes 

simple reviews, developing procedures from scratch, or 

leading the entire process. We can drive things or work 

seamlessly in the background – with U.S. or multi-

national based teams.

PROCEDURAL SUPPORT
• Sites, Sponsors or Studies

• Handling GCP Audits

• Quality Systems and 
Escalation Plans

CONSULTING THAT PUTS– 
AND KEEPS–YOU IN CONTROL

• Site Management Support

• Monitoring Strategy

• Auditing Strategy

• Training & Development Standard

• Operating Procedures Development

• Domestic or International Compliance

SOP CREATION AND 
REVISION SERVICES

• Gap Analysis of SOPs

• Sponsors/CROs

• Investigative Sites

• ICH, ISO 14155 and 
21CFR Compliance



IMARC Consultants Put the Specifics in 
Study Management

Expanding, extending and enforcing study and 

site management techniques are all areas which 

IMARC Consultants excel. We can help you:

• Fine-Tune Your Monitoring Strategy 
Use our knowledge to develop an approach 

for field-based monitors to follow from the get-

go, or when they need to change course after 

identifying problems.

• Accelerate Your Auditing Strategy 
Implement an IMARC “Be Ready from Day 

One” plan that enables decision-makers to 

schedule audits at the most advantageous 

times.

• Assess Your Study Team 
A full assessment – whether at the sponsor 

and/or site team level – is an effective way to 

determine whether advanced training, more 

frequent visits, mentoring or other adjustments 

are required.

• Roll-Out Enrollment Support Initiatives 
Why can’t your studies enroll faster? How 

much revenue are you losing for every day your 

product approval is delayed? Enroll patients 

faster by having IMARC troubleshooters track 

down and eliminate barriers.
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Gain a Better Understanding of 
Your Strengths and Weaknesses 
With Our Consulting Services, 
Including: 

• Documentation Reviews

• Key Personnel Interviews

• Current Process Assessments

INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING

IMARC can help you navigate through 

compliance issues in Europe and Asia. 

Our Consultants have experience:

• Navigating International regulations while 
keeping cultural considerations in check

• Working closely with study teams to 
strategize on cost-efficiency and regulatory 
convergence for studies

PARTNERS IN 
ensuring compliance

Site Support

Training

Auditing

Safety Management

Project
Management

Monitoring

Consulting

COMPLIANCE
Compliant, well-

controlled study with 
proven data integrity 

& faster path to 
market.

To learn more, contact John E. Lehmann, 
Director of Business Development at 440.801.1540


